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M aybe we’ll find a gun,” Pitkin said, aiming his finger at the 
guardhouse next to the gate. “Pchooooof!”

“Or even a machine gun,” Tamás said, firing an imaginary weapon 
from his hip. “Ratatatatatatata!”

“Or a tank!”
“They took all the tanks with them,” Tamás said with sudden, inap-

propriate realism.
“A grenade then,” Pitkin tried. “Don’t you think they might have for-

gotten a grenade somewhere?”
“Well, you never know,” Tamás said to avoid totally deflating his friend’s 

hopes.
Darkness had just fallen. It had been a wet day, and the smell of rain 

and damp still hung in the air. If the rain hadn’t stopped, they probably 
wouldn’t have come. But here they were, he and Pitkin, and even though 
he didn’t really believe in the miraculous pistols, machine guns, or gre-
nades, excitement was fizzing inside him, as if his stomach was a shook-
up bottle of soda.

There was a fence around the old military camp, but the lone night 
watchman had long since given up trying to defend it against the hordes of 
scrap thieves and junk dealers. He stayed in his boxy little guardhouse now, 
the only building still boasting such amenities as electricity and water, and 
watched TV on a little black-and-white television set that he took home 
with him every morning at the end of his shift. Once he had actually fired a 
shot at the Rákos brothers when they had tried to steal his TV—something 
that had earned him a certain amount of respect. Now there was a sort of 
uneasy détente: The guard’s territory extended from the guardroom to the 
gate and the area immediately around it; even the most enterprising of the 

“
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local thieves did not go there. But the rest was no-man’s land, and anything 
remotely portable was long gone—including some of the fence. György 
Motas had stolen long sections of it for his dog run.

Tamás knew perfectly well that the chances of finding anything of 
value were vanishingly small. But what else was there to do on a warm 
spring night if you were stone broke? And although Pitkin talked like 
an eight-year-old, he was almost eighteen and stronger than most. They 
might get lucky and find something that others had left behind because 
it was too heavy.

They ducked under the fence. That fizzing, tingling feeling of being 
somewhere forbidden grew, and Tamás grinned in the darkness. Around 
them still stood the bare concrete walls of what had been the officers’ 
mess, shower stalls, workshops, and offices, looking like abandoned 
movie sets. Windows and doors were long gone and put to good use else-
where, as were rafters and roof tiles, radiators, water pipes, taps, sinks, 
and old toilet bowls. The wooden barracks where the rank-and-file Soviet 
soldiers had once slept were gone, removed plank by plank so that only 
the concrete foundation remained. The largest and most intact building 
was the old infirmary, which at three stories towered over the rest of the 
place, like a medieval castle surrounded by peasants’ cottages. For several 
years after the Russians had gone home, it had served as a clinic for the 
locals, run by one of the various Western aid organizations. But over time 
the English-speaking doctors and nurses and volunteers had left, and the 
scavengers had descended like a swarm of locusts. The first few weeks 
had been extremely lucrative—Attila found a steel cabinet full of rub-
bing alcohol, and Marius Paul unloaded three microscopes in Miskolc for 
almost 50,000 forints. But today even the infirmary was just a chicken 
carcass picked clean of every last shred of meat. Nevertheless, this was 
where Tamás and Pitkin were headed.

Tamás slid in through the empty door hole, turning on his flashlight 
to see where he was going. Patches of gray-blue moonlight filtered down 
from the cracks in the roof, but otherwise the darkness was dense, dank, 
and impenetrable.

“Boo!” yelled Pitkin behind him, loud enough to make him jump. The 
sound echoed between the walls, and Pitkin laughed. “Did I scare you?” 
he asked.

Tamás grunted. Sometimes Pitkin was just too childish.
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There were still torn scraps of yellowing linoleum on the floor and rem-
nants of green paint on the walls. Tamás shone the light up into the stair-
well. Three floors up, he could make out a patch of night sky; the looters 
had stripped the roof of some of its tiles. The basement was inaccessi-
ble—the Russians had sealed it off by the simple expedient of pouring 
wet concrete into the stairwells, both here and at the northern end of the 
building.

Pitkin peered down the deserted corridor. He snatched the flashlight 
out of Tamás’s hand, holding it as if it were a gun, and darted across to 
the first doorway. “Freeze!” he yelled, pointing the beam of light into the 
empty hospital ward.

“Shhh,” Tamás said. “Do you want the guard to hear us?”
“No chance. He’s snoring away in front of his TV, like always.” But 

Pitkin lost a little of his action-hero swagger all the same. “Whoah,” he 
said. “Something happened here. . . .”

He was right. The light from the flashlight raked the flaking green 
walls to reveal a massive crack in the brickwork below the window. There 
was more debris than usual on the floor—parts of the ceiling had caved in 
and swaths of plaster and old paint were hanging down in strips. Tamás 
suddenly had the uncomfortable feeling that the floor above them might 
collapse at any minute, turning him and Pitkin into the meaty filling of a 
concrete sandwich. But then he caught sight of something that made his 
greed unfurl like wings.

“There,” Tamás said. “Shine the light over there again.”
“Where?”
“Over by the window. No, on the floor. . . .”
It might have been normal decay, or one of the small tremors that 

caused ripples in their coffee cups at home. Whatever the cause, the old 
infirmary had taken a big step closer to total ruin. The crack in the wall 
had made part of the floor tumble into the basement below—the base-
ment that had been inaccessible since the day the Russians had sealed 
both entrances with concrete.

Pitkin and Tamás looked at each other.
“There must be tons of stuff down there,” Tamás said.
“All kinds of things,” Pitkin said. “Maybe even a grenade. . . .”
Personally, Tamás would rather find a couple of microscopes like the 

ones that had proved such a windfall for Marius Paul.
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“I can fit through there,” Tamás said. “Give me the light.”
“I want to come down, too,” Pitkin said.
“I know. But we have to do it one at a time.”
“Why?”
“You idiot. If we both jump down there, how are we going to get back 

out again?”
They didn’t have a rope or ladder, and Pitkin reluctantly conceded 

Tamás’s point. So it was just Tamás who sat down at the edge of the gap 
and cautiously stuck his feet and legs through the irregularly shaped hole. 
He hesitated for a moment.

“Hurry up. Or I’ll do it!” Pitkin said.
“Okay, okay. Just a second!”
Tamás didn’t want Pitkin to think he was chicken, so he pushed him-

self forward and slipped through the hole. As he began to fall, there was 
a sharp stab of pain in his arm.

“Ouch!” he cried out.
He landed crookedly on a heap of rubble from the collapsed ceiling, 

but though it jarred his bones, the sharper pain still came from his left 
upper arm.

“What’s wrong?” Pitkin asked from above.
“I cut myself on something,” Tamás said. He could feel the blood soak-

ing his sleeve. Goddamnit. A ten-inch wooden splinter was embedded in 
his flesh, just below his armpit. He pulled it out, but it left a jagged tear. 
The longer he waited for the pain to die down, the harder it throbbed. 

“Well, is there anything down there?” Pitkin asked impatiently, his 
concern for Tamás’s wellbeing already forgotten.

“Can’t see a thing, can I? Pass me the light.”
Pitkin lay down on the floor and lowered the flashlight through the 

hole. Tamás was just able to reach it. Luckily the ceiling in the basement 
was lower than in the rest of the infirmary.

It was obvious right away that they had struck gold. Everything was 
still there, just like he had hoped. Two hospital gurneys, a steel cabinet, 
tons of instruments—although he didn’t see anything that looked like 
a microscope. The radiators, faucets, and sinks were intact, there were 
books and vials and bottles on the shelves and in the cabinets, and in the 
corner there was a standing scale like the school nurse’s, with weights 
you slid back and forth until they balanced. And this was just the first 
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room. The thought of what it might be worth almost made Tamás forget 
the pain in his arm. If they could get it all out of here before anyone else 
discovered their treasure trove, of course.

“Any weapons?” Pitkin asked.
“I don’t know.”
He opened the door to the hallway—there were still doors down 

here. Thick, heavy, steel doors that squeaked when he pushed them. 
Tamás moved quickly down the corridor, opening them one by one, 
shining his light into the rooms beyond. This one was obviously an 
operating theater, with huge lamps still hanging from the ceiling and a 
stainless-steel operating table in the middle. Next came a storage room 
full of locked cabinets. Tamás’s heart beat faster when he realized there 
were still unopened boxes of drugs behind the glass doors. Depending 
on what they were, and how they had held up, they could be worth even 
more than microscopes.

But it was the next room that made him stop and stare so intensely 
that Pitkin’s impatient yells faded completely from his consciousness.

Once it must have hung from the ceiling, but tremors or decay had 
loosened the fat bolts, and at some point the whole thing had come crash-
ing down onto the cracked tile floor. The sphere had been ripped off the 
arm in the fall and was lying by itself, cracked and scratched, its yellow 
paint reminding him a little of the bobbing naval mines he had seen in 
movies. He cautiously stretched out his hand and touched it, very, very 
gently. It felt warm, he thought. Not scalding, just skin temperature, as 
though it were alive. He could still make out the warning label, black 
against yellow, despite the scratches and the concrete dust.

He took a couple of steps back. The light from his flashlight had grown 
noticeably dimmer. The battery must be running low. He would have to 
get back to the hole while he could still see anything at all. On the way 
he smashed open the glass door of one of the medicine cabinets, blindly 
snatching a few jars and boxes. Pitkin was yelling again, more audibly 
now that Tamás was closer to the hole.

Tamás’s mind was working at fever pitch. It was as if he could suddenly 
see the future so clearly that everything he would need to do fell neatly 
into place, almost as if he had already done it and was remembering it, 
rather than planning it. Yes. First we’ll have to do this. And then this. And 
then if I ask. . . .
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“Did you find a grenade?” Pitkin interrupted his train of thought, less 
loudly now that he could see Tamás was back.

Tamás looked up though the hole. Pitkin’s face hung like a moon in the 
middle of the darkness, and Tamás could feel a strange, involuntary grin 
tugging at his own mouth, turning it as wide as a frog’s.

“No,” he said breathlessly, still seeing in his mind’s eye the cracked yel-
low sphere with its stark, black warning sign.

“Well then, what? What did you find?”
“It’s better than a grenade,” he said. “Much, much better. . . .”







L ately, Skou-larSen had been thinking quite a lot about his 
imminent death.

When he got out of bed in the mornings, he felt a certain amount of 
resistance as he inhaled, as if breathing was no longer something that 
could be taken for granted. He had to exert himself. The pains in his 
joints had long ago turned into a constant background noise that he 
barely noticed, even though it wore him out.

It was no wonder, he supposed. After all, his originally serviceable 
body had been in use since 1925, and some degree of decay was only to 
be expected. What bothered him wasn’t so much the aches and the short-
ness of breath in itself; it was what they signified.

He looked across the shiny, white conference table at the lawyer sitting 
opposite him, duly armed with professional-looking case files and what 
was presumably the latest in fashionable eyewear.

“I just want to be sure my wife has the support she needs once I’ve passed 
on,” Skou-Larsen said. That was what he had decided to call it, passing on. 
There was something graceful about the expression, he thought. It implied 
a smooth and civilized progress toward a destination, and for a moment 
he imagined himself aboard a tall ship, sails billowing in the breeze, flags 
flying, and the sunlight rippling on blue waves as the land of the living fell 
away behind him. He liked the image. It obscured the clinical reality of 
death, so he didn’t need to think about fluid in his lungs, morphine drips 
and failing organs, lividity, and the moribund blood slowly congealing in 
his shriveled veins.

The lawyer nodded. Mads Ahlegaard, his name was. Skou-Larsen had 
picked him because he was the son of the Ahlegaard who had always 
been his lawyer. But now Ahlegaard the Elder was strolling around a 
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golf course just outside Marbella in southern Spain, and Skou-Larsen 
was having to make do with this younger and somewhat less confidence-
inspiring version.

“I can certainly understand that, Jørgen,” Ahlegaard the Younger said, 
nodding again to add emphasis to his words. “But exactly what type of 
support do you believe your wife needs?”

Skou-Larsen felt a growing sense of frustration. He had already 
explained this.

“I’ve always been the one who looked after things,” he said. “All the 
administrative and financial transactions, and . . . well, a lot of other 
things, too. I want Claus . . . that is, our son . . . to play that role in the 
future.” The future. There. That was also a tidy, optimistic way of refer-
ring to it. The future—after the worms had had their way with him and 
moved on to their next feast.

“Yes, I’m sure he’ll be a great support for her.”
Skou-Larsen felt the muscles in his jaw and around his eyes tighten. 

The young man on the other side of the table simply refused to under-
stand, sitting there in his shirtsleeves, with his jacket draped over the 
back of his chair like some high-school student. How old could he be? 
Not more than thirty-five, surely. Otherwise he would have learned by 
now that not everyone appreciates being addressed by their first name, in 
that overly familiar manner.

“But what if she doesn’t ask him? What if she just . . . does something? 
She has no business experience, and I don’t think she’s a very good judge 
of character. She’s a lot more fragile than people imagine. Couldn’t we . . . 
take precautions?” Skou-Larsen asked.

“Such as?”
“If my son had power-of-attorney, for example. Then he would be in 

charge of her finances and everything to do with the house.”
“Jørgen, your wife is an adult, with the right to make her own deci-

sions. Besides, the house is in her name.”
“I know! That’s the problem!”
Ahlegaard the Younger pushed his thin, square titanium glasses higher 

up his nose with a tanned index finger. “On the contrary,” he said. “This 
will make things so much easier for her tax-wise. Estate duties are no 
joke.”

“That’s as may be. But it also made it all too easy for her to borrow six 
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hundred thousand kroner from the bank, and then blow it all on some 
Costa del Con-Artist project that I’m sure never existed outside the bro-
chure’s glossy pictures. Can’t you understand I’m worried about her?”

“Jørgen, I think you should discuss it with her. Maybe you and Claus 
should do it together. Formally, the house is hers, and she can do what-
ever she wants with it. Legally and ethically, there is no document I can 
set up for you that will change that. Unless she’s in favor of the power-of-
attorney idea?”

“She is not,” Skou-Larsen said. He had tried, but he just couldn’t get 
through to her.

“No? Well, then. . . .”
The meeting was over. That was clear from the way Ahlegaard gathered 

up his papers. Skou-Larsen remained seated for another few seconds, but 
all that did was draw Junior around to his side of the table to shake hands.

“Shall I ask Lotte to call you a cab?” he asked.
“No thank you. I have my own car.”
“Really? Such a pain finding a parking spot around here, isn’t it?”
Skou-Larsen slowly stood up. “So, you’re saying that you won’t help 

me?” he asked glumly.
“We’re always here to help. Just call me if there’s anything we can do, 

and we’ll set up a meeting.”

an april Shower had just been and gone when Skou-Larsen left the 
downtown offices of his unhelpful lawyer. In the park across the street, 
sodden forsythia branches were drooping over the gravel footpaths, and 
the narrow tires on passing bicycles hissed wetly on the bike path.

As his lawyer had predicted, he had indeed had a hard time finding 
a parking spot close to the firm’s offices, and Skou-Larsen was quite out 
of breath by the time he made it back to the parking garage on Adelgade 
where he had eventually managed to park his beloved Opel Rekord. 
Perhaps that was why he didn’t notice the black Citroën.

“Hey, watch out!”
He felt someone grab his shoulder, causing him to teeter backward 

and fall. Lying on the asphalt, he saw a car tire, shiny from the rain, pass 
within centimeters of his face. Grit from the wet road struck his cheek 
like hail.

“Are you okay?”
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The car was gone. Skou-Larsen found himself staring up at a sweaty 
young man in a tight-fitting neon-green racing jersey and bike shorts, 
unable to answer his rescuer’s question.

“Do you want me to call an ambulance?”
He shook his head mutely. No, no ambulance. “I’ll just go home,” he 

finally managed to say. Helle was waiting for him, and he didn’t want her 
to worry.

He got up, thanked the neon-colored bike messenger, found his car 
keys, safely reached his Opel, and sat down in the driver’s seat. Nothing 
had happened, he told himself, and then he repeated it to be on the safe 
side. Nothing whatsoever had happened.

But as he drove, he couldn’t stop thinking about what might have hap-
pened. Not bit by bit, dragging out over months and maybe years, but 
now, in a single, raw instant, splat against the asphalt like a blood-filled 
mosquito on a windshield.

One could pass away like that, too.



G od, i wiSh she had done it properly,” Magnus said. “Finished 
him right off, the evil bastard.”

Nina glanced over at Magnus. His smile seemed forced and his morbid 
humor as awkward as his large body. He looked tired, she thought. Tired 
and wan, completely lacking his usual aura of a corn-blond Viking cru-
sader off to fight dragons, infidels, and bureaucrats.

“Check out the judge’s hands,” he hissed. “They look like they were 
made from Play-Doh. What a waste of space. Fucking paper-pushers. 
Fuck the fucking system.” The last of the air inside him leaked out in 
an ill-tempered snort, and the flimsy chair groaned ominously under his 
weight as he slumped against the backrest, staring up at the ceiling in 
resignation.

Courtrooms had that effect on him, Nina knew. This wasn’t the first 
time she had seen her boss despair at Denmark’s foremost representatives 
of the “system.” Dueling with red tape and lawyers always wore him out.

Her own rage was different. It stayed bottled up, lurking somewhere 
near her diaphragm.

It was 1:24 p.m.
Natasha had been sitting in the same position for more than an hour 

now, her elbows resting lightly on the edge of the table, a distant look in 
her dry, blue eyes. She looked vague and unfocused, her interest sharp-
ening only briefly when the Russian interpreter broke into the proceed-
ings to translate the stream of Danish phrases. The young Ukrainian 
woman had been in custody for almost seven months now. Her daugh-
ter, Rina, had been sent back to the Danish Red Cross Center at Furesø, 
more commonly known as the Coal-House Camp, to creep along the 
walls like a ghost among the other more boisterous children.

“
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Sunlight flickered brightly through the courtroom’s high windows, tiny 
motes of dust swirling in the warm columns of light. The prosecutor was 
about to make her closing argument. She was a small, energetic woman 
in her mid-forties, impeccably dressed in a dark-blue skirt, matching suit 
jacket, blouse, with a slender gold chain around her neck and matte, skin-
colored nylons.

Nina focused on the plaster ceiling while the prosecutor slowly painted 
her way through the indictment and evidence. As if that were necessary. 
As if everyone in the courtroom didn’t already know exactly what would 
happen.

“The defendant, Natasha Dimitrenko, walked into a hunting supply 
shop on Nordre Frihavnsgade. . . .”

Restlessness was starting to spread through Nina’s body. It lurked like 
a strange bubbling tension just below her skin, forcing her to stretch, 
slowly and silently like a cat. The Russian interpreter sitting next to 
Natasha droned on, slowly, in a monotone, below the shrillness of the 
prosecutor’s voice.

“. . . and bought a Sterkh-1, which is a twenty-four-centimeter-long 
traditional Russian hunting knife specially designed to efficiently gut and 
skin an animal. . . .”

Nina turned and tried to look into Natasha’s eyes below the wispy 
bangs.

“. . . and it was with this knife that the defendant stabbed her fiancé, 
Michael Anders Vestergaard, four times in his arm, shoulder, and neck.”

Nina and everyone else at the Coal-House Camp knew that the man 
was a sadistic pig whose abuse had left Natasha with vaginal lacerations 
so extensive that Magnus had had to suture them. Even so, Natasha had 
gone back to him, choosing to put up with the abuse and the humilia-
tion because he was the only thing standing between her and deportation 
back to Ukraine.

Nina had testified on Monday, as had Magnus, who had had the unen-
viable task of patching up Natasha at the clinic the previous summer after 
what the prosecutor chose to describe as “consensual sex with elements 
of dominance.” Magnus had described Natasha’s injuries in nauseating 
detail, while the prosecutor flipped distractedly through the medical 
records, doodling in the margins.

And, yes, Natasha had actually consented—or at least tolerated it. No, 
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she hadn’t reported anything to the police. Not even her suspicions that 
the man was starting to take an interest in Rina. When she caught him 
slipping a finger into Rina’s light-blue Minnie Mouse underpants, she 
bought a knife instead. Natasha had called Nina, but not until afterward.

It was a foregone conclusion, and everyone knew exactly what was 
going to happen. Initially Natasha would be sentenced for assault with 
intent to kill. Premeditated, of course, since several hours had elapsed 
from the time she bought the knife to the moment it was actually lodged 
in Michael Vestergaard’s neck, millimeters away from killing him. She 
would be stuck in a Danish prison cell while her application for asy-
lum would plod along the winding paper trails of Danish Immigration 
Control toward almost inevitable denial. As soon as this occurred, swift 
deportation would follow, and Natasha would serve the rest of her sen-
tence in a Ukrainian jail. Meanwhile, Rina would while away months 
or years of her childhood in the well-intentioned but inadequate care 
of the asylum system, most likely in the children’s unit at the Coal-
House Camp. Once her mother had been deported, Rina too would 
be returned to Ukraine, to wait for her mother’s release, in whatever 
orphanage would take her. The whole nauseating story was as predict-
able as the prosecutor’s monotonous account and the dry rustle of paper 
being turned, page by page, as the hearing wore on.

Vestergaard sat a little further back in the room, his Hugo Boss shirt 
open so everyone who felt like looking in his direction had an unim-
peded view of the bright red scars on his neck and shoulder. His arm 
was around a young, dark-skinned woman—Nina guessed she was from 
South America. While the prosecutor spoke, Michael Vestergaard leaned 
against the young woman and tenderly held her chin. The woman pulled 
back slightly, but then looked at him and smiled as he ran his thumb over 
her lower lip, smearing a little of her lipstick over her chin.

He had stopped taking an interest in the proceedings long ago.
Magnus followed Nina’s gaze.
“God, I wish she’d finished him off,” he hissed.

rage waS Still running through her like a faint, pulsating current 
under her skin as Nina turned into the parking lot in front of the gates 
of the Coal-House Camp. Her shift was long since over, but this task just 
couldn’t be left to anyone else.
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She sat in her car for a second, listening to her own forced breathing. 
The April sun made the air shimmer above the black shingles on the 
roof of the children’s unit. A couple of teenage girls lay on the lawn in 
front of the entrance, stretching their gangly legs in the sunlight as they 
casually flipped through a glossy magazine. Nina knew one of the girls 
was from Ethiopia. She hadn’t seen the other one before, but judging 
by her almost bluish-white legs, she was probably yet another Eastern 
European dreaming of richer pastures in the West. They were unac-
companied minors. At the moment the Coal-House Camp had about 
fifty of them housed here in the former barracks. This was where Rina 
had been staying while Natasha was in custody. There had been talk of 
putting her into care elsewhere, but Magnus had kicked up such a fuss 
that he ended up getting his way.

“I mean, honestly,” he had fumed. “The girl has been dragged halfway 
across Europe, then spends several months with that sick bastard. We’re 
the only people she knows in Denmark. She’s damn well staying here.”

Nina found Rina in her room. The seven-year-old girl was sitting on a 
brand-new, red IKEA sofa surrounded by a handful of half-dressed Barbie 
dolls with hopelessly tangled hair. She was holding an old, broken mobile 
phone, punching its buttons with intense concentration.

I just have to get this over with, Nina thought, trying to catch Rina’s 
attention.

“Hey, Rina. I saw your mom today.”
Rina’s nails were bitten down to the pink, fleshy tips, and her fingers 

kept rhythmically pressing the phone buttons as if she were working on 
an especially long text message. Nina cautiously laid her hand over Rina’s.

“It worked out the way we thought it would, Rina. Your mother’s going 
to be in jail in Denmark for a while. After that you’ll both be going back 
to Ukraine.”

Nina had been thinking she would make the Ukraine part of it into 
something good and hopeful—freedom and the future waiting on the 
other side of Natasha’s prison sentence. But at the moment she couldn’t 
think of a single word that would make the Ukraine sound like anything 
other than what she imagined it would be for Natasha and Rina: a bleak, 
poverty-stricken no-man’s-land.

Natasha had never told Nina why she came to Denmark with her daugh-
ter, and Nina hadn’t asked. She could have been fleeing anything from 
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poverty or political harassment to the mafia or prostitution. Natasha had 
her reasons, and it would take more than an upbeat voice to convince Rina 
that Ukraine was the upside to this story. The girl sat motionless, her head 
lowered. Only her hands, still clutching the phone, quivered slightly.

“I know it’s tough, Rina.”
Nina scooted a little closer. She wanted to pick the girl up and carry 

her out to the car, bring her home to her apartment in Østerbro, and 
take care of her until. . . . Well, yes, until when? Even if she mustered all 
her energy, Nina would be able to solve only a fraction of the girl’s prob-
lems right now. Her mother was gone, and nothing in the world could 
change that. Natasha’s sentence was five years, totally incomprehensible 
to a seven-year-old girl. And if her mother wound up in a Ukrainian jail, 
the time Rina spent in the children’s unit at the Coal-House Camp might 
end up being the nicest part of her childhood.

Nina pushed the thought to the back of her mind. If it got to that point, 
they would have to think of something. Rina wasn’t going to languish in 
a Ukrainian orphanage as long as Nina could prevent it. She cautiously 
tucked a long, soft lock of Rina’s hair behind the girl’s ear. Her blue eyes 
were wide open but seemed strangely dull and vacant. As if the girl wasn’t 
seeing anything outside her own mind.

“You’re going to live here at the center, Rina. Do you understand what 
I’m saying?”

The girl didn’t respond.
“You’ll live here and go to school here, just like you have been doing. 

Ingrid and the other adults here will take care of you and make sure you 
get to visit your Mom.” Ingrid was the tough, middle-aged ex-teacher who 
ran the care program for the camp’s underage residents. “But I’ll be here, 
too. I’ll come almost every day, I promise.” 

Now Rina finally nodded, but Nina had trouble deciding if that was 
because she understood what Nina was saying or if she just wanted to be 
done with this conversation. The girl pulled back on the sofa, reached 
for one of the Barbie dolls, and started dressing the doll with her clumsy 
fingers.

“Okay,” Rina said. “That’s okay.”

there waSn’t much going on in the camp this late in the afternoon. 
Most of the full-time staff were on their way home and would soon 
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abandon the Coal-House Camp’s six hundred resident souls to their own 
personal darkness. A small group of men and women were queuing out-
side Admin, waiting to pick up meal vouchers for dinner, and from the 
family units on the other side of the former parade ground came the quiet 
hum of voices and the muffled cries of children. While the days at the 
camp were strangely stagnant and sleepy, the nights were filled with a 
wary restlessness. Dinner was served at 6 p.m., and after that the doors 
to the office were locked. The employees returned to civilization. Only a 
few nighttime guards remained to patrol the hallways and make sure the 
Pakistanis, Indians, and Iraqis didn’t kill each other overnight. The few 
single women hid, and families with children withdrew to their rooms 
behind locked doors with their TVs on loud enough to drown out the 
drunken cries of young men and their neighbors’ incessant haranguing 
and bickering.

In the afternoon, people waited for night.
Nina looked at her watch. 4:04 p.m. She just had time to stop by the 

clinic. She asked the carer on duty to be a little extra attentive to Rina, 
knowing full well that the other children housed in the children’s unit 
weren’t in much better shape. Then she quickly walked across the grounds 
and up the flagstone path to Ellen’s Place, the old, brick wing that housed 
the clinic and infirmary.

From the state of the waiting room, it was painfully clear that her and 
Magnus’s absence during the week-long trial had left gaps in the clin-
ic’s defenses against chaos. Marie and Berit, the secretary and the other 
nurse, were both capable people, but running things on their own was an 
uphill job. Clearing away magazines, candy wrappers, and other debris 
came a poor second to registering complaints, monitoring sore throats 
and distressed mental states, and generally stemming the incoming tide 
of would-be patients, many of whom still had to leave dissatisfied because 
“the Doctor”—Magnus—wasn’t there to see them. 

The door to the clinic itself was locked, so both Berit and Marie must 
have left already. There was a yellow Post-it note on the doorframe, writ-
ten in a hurried, nearly illegible scrawl that didn’t seem to belong to 
either of them. Nina peered at the jumbled letters. It would seem that the 
family in Room 42 had asked for a doctor or a nurse to stop by.

She checked her watch again. 4:07 p.m. She had promised to buy Anton 
new soccer shoes on the way home. But if she scrapped any idea of catching 
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up on her paperwork today, she could just fit in this one visit. She remem-
bered Room 42 quite clearly. The family had arrived from Iran three months 
ago—the mother was a doctor herself, but at the Coal-House Camp that 
meant nothing. The past was erased, along with any pretense at skill, con-
fidence, and independence. Nina had seen it happen many times before. 
Eventually, people could barely tie their own shoelaces. 

The door to Room 42 was already ajar when she got there. A loud game 
show was flickering from the farthest corner of the dark room. Two pre-
teens were glued to the screen, but the mother was sitting on the edge of 
the family’s bed, stroking her husband’s forehead. She looked up with a 
worried frown when she saw Nina standing in the doorway.

“Headache again,” she said, pointing at her husband who was lying down 
with his eyes closed, panting dramatically. “I think maybe meningitis.”

Nina pulled a chair over next to the husband and placed a hand on his 
forehead. Still no fever. The man’s wife had also summoned her the week 
before. That time she thought it was a brain tumor, but Magnus had said 
it was more likely a migraine.

Nina shook her head and cautiously took the woman’s hand. “It’s noth-
ing serious. Please, don’t worry.”

The woman shook her head skeptically.
“Do you have the pills the doctor gave you? Did you take them?” Nina 

asked.
“Yes,” the man mumbled despondently. “I take them.”
Nina sat there for a bit. She could get a new job, she thought suddenly. 

A job that didn’t make her feel the way she felt right now. Mortal fear. 
That was what was wrong with him. Chronic anxiety that was turning 
into permanent state of panic. How could she be expected to treat that 
with a few platitudes and a couple of aspirins? It was wrong. No, it was 
more than wrong—it was reprehensible. 

Nina forced a reassuring smile. “See you tomorrow, okay? Don’t worry. 
Everything is just fine.”

The woman didn’t respond, and Nina knew perfectly well why not. 
Her husband probably didn’t have meningitis, but apart from that, noth-
ing was fine, or even remotely okay. While Nina went to buy soccer shoes 
for her son, night would soon be falling over the Coal-House Camp. 

Nina tilted her head in a nod and shut the door a little too firmly 
behind her as she left.



W hen they aSked to be driven to Tavaszmezö Street in 
Budapest’s Eighth District, the cab driver locked all the doors. 

Sándor could clearly hear the click, and he noticed the look the driver 
flashed him in the rearview mirror—questioning, sizing him up. Good 
thing Lujza was with him. In spite of her penchant for weird shawls and 
flea-market finds—Boho chic, she called it—there was a down-to-earth, 
Hungarian middle-class respectability in her mousy-haired genes and sit-
up-straight manners. For his part, even though he tied a perfect knot in 
his tie, polished his shoes, and ironed his shirts immaculately, somehow 
there would always be a question mark hanging over him: the doubt that 
he saw in the cab driver’s eyes.

“Good thing you’re here,” he said aloud. But on the other hand, if it 
hadn’t been for her, he wouldn’t be sitting here. He never took cabs.

She looked at him in surprise—probably hadn’t even noticed the doors 
being locked and the driver’s suspicious looks.

“Why?” she asked.
He gave up without explaining. “It’s just nice,” he said. 
She smiled, taking that as another compliment. “You’re sweet,” she 

said, kissing him on the cheek. 
They had been to a baptism—Lujza’s elder sister’s little boy, her par-

ents’ first grandchild.
It was also the first time Sándor officially met the Szabó family. His 

nerves were still on edge, although it now felt more like fatigue than 
the tense stiffness he had experienced on the way there. He wanted to 
ask Lujza if it had gone okay, but he already knew the answer. It hadn’t. 
Everyone had been pleasant enough, even friendly. Mr. Szabó had 
greeted him with a firm handshake and had chatted with him about his 
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studies, about his upcoming exams and about what specialty he was going 
to choose—Lujza’s father was a lawyer himself and had given criminal 
law an enthusiastic plug. Mrs. Szabó had been far too preoccupied with 
her small, screaming, tulle-bundled heir to pay much attention to him, 
but she had given him an absent-minded smile when he was introduced 
to her. There was nothing wrong with the way he had been received; it 
was more his own performance he was dissatisfied with. He had felt his 
facial muscles freeze, fossilizing with every passing hour. And as so often 
happened when he felt that way, his voice dropped to a scarcely audible 
mumble, forcing his conversation partner to lean in and say, “Sorry. . . ?” 
every other sentence.

He hadn’t made a good impression. And he didn’t understand how 
Lujza could sit there next to him, seemingly happy and content, and kiss 
him on the cheek.

They pulled onto Szív Street and suddenly had to slow down. A crowd 
of pedestrians was crossing without looking, as though normal traffic 
rules didn’t apply. The driver edged the cab forward through the crowd 
and tried to pull out onto Andrássy Avenue, but that proved impossible. 
The entrance to the wide boulevard was blocked by a handful of police 
officers and a temporary barricade, and there were people everywhere, 
both in the road and on the sidewalks. When the driver tried to back up, 
it was too late. The crowd had closed around the cab like a fist. The driver 
opened his door a little and got halfway out.

“Hey,” he called out to the closest officer manning the barricade. 
“What’s going on?”

The officer glanced over his shoulder. When he noticed the taxi sign 
on the cab’s roof, he raised his hand in a sort of semicollegial greeting 
between two professionals. “A demonstration,” the officer yelled back. 
“We’ll open up for traffic once it’s passed.”

The cab driver sank back into his seat again, shut his door, and re-
locked it. “Sorry,” he said. “We have to wait.”

He rolled the windows down, just enough to let some air into the cab 
and then turned off the engine. “No point in wasting gas,” he said. “We’re 
not going anywhere for a bit.”

Through the open windows, Sándor could now hear the sound of drums 
and rhythmic chants. He couldn’t help speculating on how much the fare 
would be. Even though the engine was off, the meter was still running.
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“Maybe we should just walk the rest of the way?” he suggested. “Or 
take the subway?”

“I’m wearing heels,” Lujza objected.
The sound of the drums got louder; the demonstration was approach-

ing. It was coming down Andrássy Avenue from Heroes’ Square, he reck-
oned. He couldn’t see much from inside the cab, but now he could hear 
what they were yelling.

“Save Hungary now! Save Hungary now!”
Involuntarily, Sándor slid down a couple centimeters in his seat. 

Jobbik. It had to be Jobbik, taking to the streets again to protest the Jews, 
Communists, and Romas “ruining our proud nation.”

“Them,” said Lujza, pursing her lips as though she had found some-
thing disgusting on the bottom of her shoe. “God spare us from any more 
racist, goose-stepping idiots.”

The driver turned in his seat and gave Lujza the same suspicious look 
he had given Sándor at the beginning of the ride.

“Jobbik aren’t racists,” he said. “They’re just for Hungary.”
Oh no, Sándor thought. Please don’t make an issue of it.
It was a doomed hope. Lujza straightened herself up in her seat and 

stared daggers at the driver, 128 pounds of indignant humanism versus 
260 pounds of overweight-but-muscular nationalism.

“And what kind of Hungary would that be?” she asked. “A Hungary 
clinically scrubbed of all diversity? A Hungary where you can be arrested 
just because your skin is a different color? A Hungary where it’s totally 
okay for Romas to have a life expectancy that’s fifteen years shorter than 
the rest of the population?”

“If they want to live longer, they can quit drinking themselves to 
death,” the driver said. “And spreading diseases to the rest of us.”

“Where do you get that rubbish from? HIR TV?”
“Well, someone has to tell the truth if the government’s not going 

to,” the driver said. “I’d like to see you try driving a taxi in Budapest at 
night—the whole place is controlled by Gypsy gangs. They’ll stab you if 
you so much as blink. They’re worse than animals.”

Lujza yanked a handful of ten thousand forint bills out of her purse 
and tossed them on the seat. “Here,” she said. “We’re getting out right 
now!”

The driver obviously agreed. The power locks clicked pointedly open.
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“Bitch,” he snarled. “Get out of my cab, and take your dirty Gypsy dog 
with you.”

Lujza flung the door open and jumped out. Sándor remained para-
lyzed for a few seconds, his skin tingling as though the driver’s words 
had struck him physically. His throat had closed up, and in any case, he 
couldn’t think of anything to say.

“Come on, Sándor,” snapped Lujza.
He fumbled his door open and climbed out into the middle of the street, 

into a throng of people pushing their way toward the police barricade.
“But your shoes,” he managed to say. “Your heels. . . .”
“I’d rather walk the whole way to Tavaszmezö in my bare feet,” Lujza 

hissed. And then she burst into tears. He had to inch his way through 
the crowd around the now re-locked cab to reach her. He just wanted 
to get away—away from the yelling and drumming and red-and-white 
striped banners that were approaching. The shouts rumbled over their 
heads, from the demonstrators as well as from the scratchy loudspeaker 
mounted on a car in the demonstration:

“Save Hungary now! Save Hungary now!”
Lujza was obviously planning to follow through on her threat. She was 

standing on one leg, pulling her high-heeled shoe off her other foot. She 
looked so small and vulnerable in her sleeveless, cream-colored summer 
dress. Her white silk shawl had slipped down over one shoulder, and her 
neck looked strangely exposed because she was wearing her long, light-
brown hair up with a couple of white silk flowers in honor of the day’s 
festivities. Sándor wanted to stop her. He couldn’t bear the thought of her 
small, naked feet among all the stomping, trampling boots and shoes. She 
had no idea how dangerous this was, and her fearlessness frightened him.

“Goddamn fascists!” she said, tears streaming down her lightly pow-
dered cheeks. “It’s unbearable that there are so many of them.” She leaned 
on him as she angrily tugged off her second shoe.

“Put them back on,” he begged. “What if you step on a piece of glass?”
She seemed not to hear him.
“Narrow-minded idiots who get their so-called information from 

nationalist TV propaganda. How can we let them march in our streets 
wearing their silly uniforms? Haven’t we learned anything?”

“Shhh,” he hushed her instinctively.
“You’re shushing me?” She shot him an indignant look.
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“You never know. . . .” he began, and then stopped himself. It would 
only serve to enrage her even further.

“Are you scared?” she asked. “Are you scared of them?”
Well, yes, he was.
“He called you a dirty Gypsy.” She pointed angrily at the cab driver, 

who luckily had stayed in his cab, entrenched behind the green Mercedes 
doors. “Just because you have dark hair! You don’t even look like a Roma.”

He just mumbled, “No.”
“Well, you can’t let them get away with that kind of thing.”
“No,” he mumbled, hoping his lack of opposition would end the 

discussion.
Suddenly the crowd stumbled in unison—a wave of people falling, 

people trying not to fall, and people who just wanted to get out of the way. 
Sándor pulled Lujza in against him, struggling to keep them both upright. 
They were pushed back against the cab, and that was probably the only 
thing that saved them from falling. One of the barricades had tipped over, 
and there was some sort of scuffle up ahead between the police in their 
neon-green vests and black helmets and a small group of young people 
trying to get onto Andrássy Avenue. They looked like disaffected teenag-
ers with punk hair, hooded jackets, and torn and saggy pants that revealed 
too much of their underwear. They were carrying a banner that said, “no 
racism. fuck facism.” Inside the O and the U, big round holes had been cut 
through the material.

Sándor could suddenly see the actual demonstration through the gap 
caused by the commotion. Long, straight lines of marching men and 
women dressed in white shirts, black pants and black vests, with red-
and-white striped bandanas around their necks and garrison caps with 
red-and-white emblems on them. They looked oddly like folk dancers, 
harmlessly candy-striped and chubby-cheeked—not emaciated skinhead 
fanatics with brass knuckles and eyes brimming with hate.

“They look so damn normal,” said Lujza, now standing so close to him 
that he could feel the warmth of her breath against his neck. “So orderly 
and law-abiding. But those Árpád stripes and double crosses. . . . Who do 
they think they’re kidding? Why don’t they just wear swastikas or arrow 
crosses and be done with it?”

“That’s not just Jobbik,” he said, with a fresh spurt of foreboding. “That’s 
Magyar Gárda, and they train with weapons.”
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Maybe a little of his fear had rubbed off on Lujza. Her outraged aplomb 
subsided somewhat, and she stood there next to him, letting herself be 
held.

“Let’s go home,” she said, finally.

it took them almost an hour and a half. The subway station at Kodály 
Körönd was closed, presumably for fear the protestors would vandal-
ize its beautiful, historic interior. They had to fight their way through 
the crowd down to Oktogon and take a tram from there to Rákóczi 
Square. Lujza put her high heels back on and was quiet and withdrawn 
the whole way. She didn’t say anything as they walked the last stretch, 
away from the wide József Boulevard and into the narrower streets 
of the Eighth District. The afternoon sun burned white against the 
cracked sidewalk slabs. A Roma family was arranged in their stiffest 
Sunday best on the stairs in front of Józsefváros Church on Horváth 
Mihály Street, ready to be photographed.

“Look,” he said. “They just had a baptism, too.”
She nodded but didn’t perk up noticeably. Not even when he suggested 

coffee and poppy-seed cake from the bakery on the corner.
“I’m tired,” she said. “I just want to go home.”
Lujza lived with three other students in an apartment on Tavaszmezö 

Street. He knew that didn’t exactly thrill Mr. and Mrs. Szabó, who would 
have preferred to keep her at home a little longer in the somewhat more 
upmarket Second District where she had grown up. “But Lujza does what 
Lujza wants to do,” Papa Szabó had said, resigned.

She didn’t invite Sándor up, and he didn’t push. But after he kissed her 
on the cheek and was about to leave, she suddenly asked: “Don’t you ever 
get mad?”

“About what?”
“Them—those idiots—Magyar Gárda and all those other uniformed 

jerks.”
“Of course. I can’t stand extremists either.”
But he could tell that wasn’t enough. She felt betrayed. He had let her 

down, in a test that was far more important than making a good impres-
sion on her family.

She unlocked the front door to her building and disappeared into the 
dark foyer. 
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“See you later,” he called loudly as the door closed behind her. But as 
he stood there outside the dilapidated townhouse, in his best suit and 
his neatly polished shoes, he had the disorienting sensation that she was 
slipping away from him, that the world was about to change, and not for 
the better.


